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Dulong

DULONG TREE CHANGE
If a tranquil bush setting is what you seek this Dulong property is one to see. Located in an
award winning development from the 1990's with trees all around you. As you can imagine bird
life abounds with many species identified by the sellers. Koalas have been spotted and Sugar
Gliders too. Upstairs there are 3 bedroom and 2 bathrooms plus small study/office. Open plan
living featuring glowing cypress pine floors flows out to a huge deck allowing full appreciation
of the magical sounds of nature only a setting like this can provide. Construction has begun
downstairs on a 4th bedroom and open plan living area again opening to a massive covered
space. The framework is in, it just requires electrical cabling and lining to finish off. The space
could be taken a step further to become fully self contained. Adding to the livability of the
downstairs attached to the huge covered entertaining area is linked to triple carports creating
a massive party space. Garden studio in bush style that teenagers would die for. And so would
creatives too of course.
The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and
do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more
than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact
accurate.
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Land Area

SOLD
residential
985
3,090 m2
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